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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
EFFECTS OF MACROECONOMIC DYNAMICS  ON STOCK RETURNS: CASE OF 
TURKISH STOCK EXCHANGE MARKET 
 
Erdoğan, Esen 
M.A., Department of Economics 
Supervisor: Asst. Prof. Ümit Özlale 
 
July 2003 
 
      It has been widely accepted that the empirical validity of the efficient markets hypothesis 
significantly differ between developed and emerging markets. Macroeconomic factors are 
thought to play an important role in this context. Since the financial markets in developing 
countries can be characterized as not being deep and stable, changes in macroeconomic 
conditions can have important impacts on the performances of the stock exchange markets. 
The developments in ISE and other institutions combined with several structural breaks and 
financial crises surely change the dynamics of the relationship between these macroeconomic 
variables and ISE. Therefore, we take this discussion as our starting point and analyze the 
effects of several macroeconomic variables on ISE within a time-varying parameter models 
with GARCH specification. It is found that several financial crisis and unsuccessful 
stabilization attempts led to a structural break on the impact of macroeconomic developments 
on stock exchange performance. 
      In the second part, we attempt to measure the stock exchange market volatility within the 
time varying parameter framework. The conditional variances exhibit information about the 
structural uncertainty in ISE. We report the series for this type of uncertainty in this section. 
 
Keywords: Stock returns, Emerging markets, Kalman Filter, Structural Uncertainty  
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ÖZET 
 
MAKROEKONOMİK DİNAMİKLERİN İSTANBUL MENKUL KIYMETLER 
BORSASINA ETKİLERİNİN MODELLENMESİ VE ANALİZİ 
 
Erdoğan, Esen 
Master, Ekonomi Bölümü 
Tez Yöneticisi: Yrd. Doç. Dr. Ümit Özlale 
 
Temmuz 2003 
 
  Etkin market hipotezinin deneysel geçerliliğinin gelişmiş ve gelişmekte olan ülkeler 
için önemli farklılıklar içerdigi yaygın olarak kabul edilmiştir.Makroekonomik faktörlerin bu 
hipotezin kanıtlanmasında önemli bir rolü vardır.Gelişmekte olan ülkelerin finansal marketleri 
derin ve durağan olarak tanımlanamayacağı için, makroekonomik değişkenler menkul 
kıymetler piyasası üzerinde önemli etkilere sahip olabilirler.İstanbul Menkul Kıymetler 
Borsası ve diğer kurumlardaki gelişmeler,birçok yapısal değişimler ve finansal krizlerle 
birleştiği takdirde, makroekonomik değişkenler ve İMKB endeksi arasındaki ilişki 
dinamikleri zamanla değişebilir.Çalışmamızın başlangıç noktası zamanla değişen bu ilişkinin 
incelenmesi olmuştur.Bu nedenle,biz bu tezde GARCH modellemesiyle birlikte zaman içinde 
değişen parametre modeli kullanarak İMKB endeksi ve makroekonomik değişkenler 
arasındaki ilişkiyi inceledik.Sonuçta,bir çok finansal kriz ve başarısız stabilizasyon 
programlarının yapısal değişikliklere neden olarak bu ilişkiyi etkiledigini bulduk. 
 
İkinci kısımda Türkiye finansal market belirsizliğini zaman içinde değişen parametre modeli 
kullanarak ölçmeye çalıştık.Modeldeki şartlı varyanslar İMKB’deki “yapısal belirsizlik” 
hakkında bize bilgi sağladı, ve şartlı varyans serisini raporlayarak çalışmamızı tamamladık. 
 
Anahtar Kelimeler: Hisse senedi getirileri,gelişmekte olan ülkelerin finansal 
marketleri,Kalman Filtresi, yapısal belirsizlik 
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 1 
1 Introduction  
Investigating the informational efficiency of the stock exchange markets with respect 
to macroeconomic variables has been the driving motivation of many studies. It has 
been widely accepted that the empirical validity of the efficient markets hypothesis 
significantly differ between developed and emerging markets. Macroeconomic 
factors are thought to play an important role in this context. Since the financial 
markets in developing countries can be characterized as not being deep and stable, 
changes in macroeconomic conditions can have important impacts on the 
performances of the stock exchange markets. The low volume of trade combined 
with limited publicly available information worsens the situation.  
One common feature of the previous studies in the literature is that they do not 
account for the time-varying effects of these macroeconomic variables on the 
performance of ISE. However, it is certain that these variables do not affect the stock 
exchange markets at the same magnitude during the whole period. The developments 
in ISE and other institutions combined with several structural breaks and financial 
crises surely change the dynamics of the relationship between these macroeconomic 
variables and ISE. Therefore, we take this discussion as our starting point and 
analyze the effects of several macroeconomic variables on ISE within a time-varying  
parameter models with GARCH specification. Consistent with the previous studies, 
the variables of interest include currency in circulation (M1), foreign exchange rates 
of the US dollar, industrial production, overnight interest rates, and benchmark 
interest rates of the secondary market.  
For the second part of this study, we use a time varying parameter model to measure 
the structural uncertainty concerning stock price shocks by using the conditional 
variance of residuals. Evans (1991) introduced there may be an uncertainty about the 
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structure of the inflation process, which is originated from the conditional variance of 
expected inflation and called “structural uncertainty”. In this paper, we apply this 
procedure to see the structural uncertainty of Turkish financial market.  
Since the characteristics of the stock exchange markets for developed and emerging 
countries differ significantly, it is important to review the literature about the effects 
of macroeconomic variables on stock exchange performances separately. However, 
both mature and immature markets, test of informational efficiency with respect to 
macroeconomic variables is typically concerned with the estimated correlations 
between stock prices and interest rates, inflation, output, money and exchange rates. 
 
1.1 Literature Review of Mature Markets 
In financial theory it has been argued that both inflation and nominal interest rates 
are important determinants of financial aggregates, such as stock prices. The 
relationship between stock prices and nominal interest rates reflects the ability of an 
investor to change the structure of her portfolio between stocks and bonds. An 
increase in interest rate motivates the representative investor to change the structure 
of her portfolio in favor of bonds. As a result, stock prices are expected to decrease, 
since a decline in interest rates leads to an increase in the present value of future 
dividends (Hashemzadeh, Taylor, 1988). 
 However, some empirical attempts provided a positive relationship rather than a 
negative relationship between interest rates and stock prices. Asprem (1989) argues 
that such a positive relationship is present in small and illiquid financial markets.  
Shiller and Beltratti also (1992) favor such a positive relationship, and add that 
changes in interest rates could carry information about certain changes in future 
fundamentals, such as dividends. 
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 Finally, Barsky (1989) explains the positive relationship between interest rates and 
stock prices in terms of a changing in risk premium. For example, a drop in interest 
rates could be the result of increased risk or/and precautionary saving as investors 
substitute away from risky assets, e.g., stocks, into less risky assets, e.g. bonds or real 
estate.  
While there is not yet any unanimous view on the theoretical link between inflation 
and stock prices, a large body of empirical research, conducted mainly in developed 
countries, has found a negative relationship between inflation and stock prices. 
(Pearce and Roley(1988), Kaul and Seyhun(1990), Cochran and Defina 
(1991))However only a limited number of papers have addressed the same issue for 
developing countries (Chatrath et al, (1997))  
Fama(1981), Kaul(1987), Balvers et al (1990) Cochrane(1991) and Lee(1992) also 
show that stock returns are strongly related to a measure of domestic activity such as 
changes in real industrial production growth. 
 For instance, Fama (1990) finds that ''future rates of industrial production which is 
used as proxy for shocks to expected cash flows, explain 43% of the variance in 
annual returns''.  
Campbell and Ammer (1993) claim that industrial production may be related to stock 
market movements for one or two reasons. Innovations to industrial production may 
be linked to changing expectations of future cash flow (shown by Balvers et al.1990). 
On the other hand, interest rate innovations could be the driving factor in 
determining both industrial production (due to changes in investment) and stock 
prices (due to changes in the discounted present value of the cash flow).  
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Bulmash and Trivoli (1991) show the effects of business cycle movements on the 
relationship between stock returns and money growth. Pearce and Roley (1983) also 
show that stock returns are closely related to money movements.  
More recently, Serletis (1993) investigate a related issue of stock prices and money 
supply in the U.S and U.K.Serletis(1993) finds that monetary variables and stock 
prices do not co integrate and concludes that the stock market is efficient.  
About the effects of exchange rates on stock prices, Geske and Roll (1983), 
Pettinen(2000), and Malliaropulos(1998) find that the depreciation of the domestic 
currency is expected to increase the stock prices.  
Geske and Roll (1983) argue that the depreciation of domestic currency increases the 
volume of exports. Provided that the demand for exports is elastic, this in turn causes 
higher cash flows of domestic companies and thus causes stock prices to increase. 
 On the other hand, Ajayi and Mougou (1996) show that currency depreciation has 
negative effects on the stock market both in the short and the long run. They argue 
that inflationary effects of domestic currency depreciation may exert a moderating 
influence in the short run and unfavorable effects on imports and asset prices will 
induce bearish trends in the long run. 
 Bailey and Chung (1995) analyzed the systematic influence for exchange rate 
fluctuations and political risk on stock returns in Mexico. Their findings are 
consistent with time-varying equity market premium for exposure to the changes in 
free market dollar premium.  
Consequently, due to controversial results in the literature, it will not be wrong to 
claim that, there is need for further research to investigate the possible links between 
stock prices and macroeconomic variables.  
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1.2 Literature on Turkish Stock Exchange Market Efficiency 
There have also been significant efforts to analyze these questions for emerging 
markets. Within this context, Turkish Stock Exchange Market (ISE henceforth) has 
received considerable attention. A general conclusion drawn in these studies is that 
ISE is vulnerable to both macroeconomic and political conditions. (Muradoglu and 
Metin(1996); Balaban, Candemir and Kunter,1996).  
At this point, it is worth mentioning other studies about the efficiency of ISE. 
Previous work tested either weak or semi strong efficiency. Some examples are 
Muradoglu and Onkal (1992), Muradoglu and Metin (1996), Balaban and 
Kunter(1997), Muradoglu, Berument and Metin(1999), Muradoglu, Metin and 
Argac(2000). These studies find that the efficiency of the Turkish stock market is 
neither weak nor semi-strong. However the crucial point of these studies is the 
argument about how macroeconomic variables affect stock prices.  
Muradoglu and Onkal (1992) estimated separate equations to distinguish between 
expected and unexpected components of monetary and fiscal policy and reported 
significant lagged relationship between these policy instruments and stock returns. 
 Muradoglu and Metin (1996) used co integration method together with monthly 
macro-economic data and reported that proxy effect was observed in the short-run, 
while a real balance effect appeared in the long run equilibrium relationship. 
Balaban and Kunter (1997) show that Turkish emerging market is not efficient and 
speculative activity is common due to informational asymmetries.  
Muradoglu,Metin and Argac(2000) investigates the relationship between stock prices 
and monetary variables at different developmental periods based on the volume of 
trade in ISE. They indicated that the variables explaining stock prices might change 
over time, and that the influence of monetary expansion and interest rates disappear, 
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while foreign currency prices re-gain significance over time, as the market becomes 
more mature.  
Finally, Muradoglu, Berument and Metin(1999) examine the relationships between 
macroeconomic variables and risk-return relationships by using a GARCH-M model. 
Changes in determinants of risk as well as the relationship between risk and stock 
returns before, during and after the financial crisis of 1994 in ISE are investigated. 
They find that currency in circulation; foreign exchange rates of the US dollar and 
overnight interest rates play significant roles in explaining the behavior of stock 
returns. Before the crisis, their results suggest that the depreciation of the exchange 
rate and higher interest rates as important indicators of political and economic 
instability, increase volatility in the stock market.  Moreover, there’s negative and 
significant relationship between the interest rates and the stock returns during this 
period. During the crisis, none of the macroeconomic variables have significant 
coefficients. After the crisis, they again found a negative relationship between 
interest rates that proxy for expected inflation and stock returns. 
More recently, Kutan and Aksoy (2003) examine the effect of inflation on stock 
returns and interest rates for Turkey. Previous studies about this effect indicates that 
Turkey’s inflation has increased more than stock returns and  interest rates, implying 
that real returns to investors declined. The authors use different sector indexes in 
their study and they found that the financial sector serves as the best hedge against 
expected inflation, and the Fisher effect appears to hold only for this sector. They 
also found that public information arrival plays an important role for the stock 
market. 
The plan of the paper is as follows: After presenting a brief description of the 
Turkish stock market in Section 2, we outline the definitions and time series 
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properties of the data in Section 3.Section 4 presents the methodology used and is 
followed by Section 5, the analysis of empirical results and related discussions. Paper 
ends with a summary of main results and conclusion 
 
2 The Turkish Stock Market  
Emerging stock markets have recently been of great importance to the worldwide 
investment community. According to the International Finance Corporation (IFC) , 
all markets in developing countries are treated as emerging. The World Bank defines 
developing countries to have per capita GNP below 7620 U.S dollars in 1990 prices. 
Under these definitions, the Istanbul Securities Exchange, (ISE) is an emerging 
market of a developing country namely Turkey. The ISE is the only securities 
exchange in Turkey established to provide trading in equities, bonds and bills, 
revenue-sharing certificates as well as international securities.  
The legal framework for a securities exchange for Turkey was completed in 1982 
and the Istanbul Securities Exchange opened with 42 listed companies in 1986.Untill 
a manual system was established at the end of 1987, trade floor activities were 
limited to licensed brokers; individual investors could execute their orders directly. 
In 1989, The Turkish financial system was liberalized and foreign investors were 
permitted to hold stock portfolios at ISE.  Since November 1994 all stocks, which 
totaled more than 250 by 2003 have been traded by a computer-assisted system. 
Daily trading volume has reached 2.972 billion US dollar. ISE has become the 
twenty third largest of the world stock exchanges. However, the financial 
environment may be described as regulated by restrictive monetary policy and is led 
by high interest rates and large budget deficits. During the short history of the 
emerging Turkish stock market there are limited numbers of studies explaining stock 
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returns using macroeconomic variables as we mentioned in the literature survey. The 
distinguishing characteristic of this study is the use of time-varying parameter 
GARCH approach that permits the analysis of the changes in the relationship 
between stock returns and macroeconomic variables and analyzing the uncertainty of 
the Turkish financial market. 
 
3 Data  
We examine the empirical relationship between the ISE returns (R) and five 
macroeconomic variables which are currency in circulation (M1) as a measure of 
economic liquidity, foreign exchange rates of the US dollar (ER) as a determinant of 
the exchange rate policy, industrial production (IP) as the supply side disturbance, 
overnight interest rates (I), and benchmark interest rates of the secondary market (S) 
as the political risk between 28.06.1991 to 24.03.2000.The data consist of weekly 
time series of the variables, and obtained from the Central Bank of Turkey database. 
 
 
3.1 Unit roots and testing for the order of integration 
To analyze the univariate time series properties of the data, Augmented Dickey 
Fuller test was used. The results of the test for the unit roots and the order of 
integration are presented in Table1.The first column of Table 1 presents the test 
statistics for each variable for a unit root in levels. The second column demonstrates 
the same statistics when the test is repeated for first difference of the variables that 
have unit root in the level of specification. 
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    Table 1: Results of Unit Root Tests 
Series 
ADF Test Statistics 
(level) 
  ADF Test Statistics 
    (First difference) 
LP 0.108387 -4.633235* 
LD -0.674392 -5.574693* 
LM 0.685408 -5.704278* 
LIP -4.403944*  
I -4.633235*  
S -3.714942*  
 
    
Notes: 1) L denotes the natural algorithm of variables. 2) Critical values for the ADF test statistics are 
obtained from Fuller (1976, Table 8.5.2) 3) * significant at %1.  
 
According to the ADF test results, ISE composite index (LP), Turkish lira value of 
US dollar (D), and currency in circulation (M1) are integrated of order one, 
characterized as I(1) with test statistics significant at the 1% level. Industrial 
production index (IP), overnight interest rates (I), and benchmark interest rates of the 
secondary market (S) are integrated of order zero which is I(0).   
Industrial production, which is IPt, is selected as a measure of current domestic 
macroeconomic activity. Since industrial production index is not available in weekly 
basis, interpolation is employed which fits a local quadratic polynomial for each 
observation of the low frequency series (monthly basis for industrial production), 
then use this polynomial to fill in all observations of the high frequency 
series(weekly) associated with this period. Taking sets of three adjacent pointes from 
the source of the industrial production series and fitting a quadratic so that either the 
average of the high frequency point’s match to the low frequency data actually 
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observed form the quadratic polynomial. For most points, one point before and one 
point after the period currently being interpolated are used to provide the three 
points. For end points, the two periods are both taken from the one side where data is 
available.   
To compute the stock returns Rt we use the following formula;  
Rt   = ln Pt - ln Pt-1    where Pt is the value of the ISE composite index for week t.  
Overnight Interest rates, It and the interest rate for the secondary market St is 
available on a weekly basis. After checking for the stationarity, we find that both 
series do not exhibit unit root. As it is mentioned above, the interest rate for the 
secondary market is taken as a proxy for political risk. Political risk includes possible 
populist policies that could increase the inflation risk and worsens the ISE 
performance. In addition an increase in political uncertainty brings debt restructing in 
to the investors' mind, which in tern increase default risk. Finally, increased political 
uncertainty carries an additional liquidity risk, which would also affect the ISE 
performance negatively. Foreign exchange rate of the US dollar (change in the price 
of US dollar in terms of Turkish Lira) Et is computed as: 
Et   = ln Dt - ln Dt-1    where   Dt is the Turkish lira value of US dollar for week t.  
Finally, growth rate of the money stock (currency in circulation) is defined as;  
Mt   = ln Mt - ln Mt-1      
In this study, we calculate the five-term moving averages in order to see if the effects 
political shocks are permanent or temporary over time. Moving averages provide an 
objective measure for the effect of the macroeconomic variables by smoothing the 
stock price data. 
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 4    Methodology  
4.1 Modeling stock returns by using time-varying parameter GARCH 
specification 
 
While conventional time series models operate under the assumption of constant 
variance, the GARCH-M specification allows the conditional variance to change 
over time as a function of past errors and of the lagged values of conditional 
variance. However the unconditional variance remains constant (Bollerslev, 1986). 
Several macroeconomic variables of interest such as inflation, interest rates and 
foreign exchange markets are modeled by measuring conditional variance (Engle, 
Lilien and Robins,(1987), Kendall and MacDonald(1989)).GARCH(1,1)-M model 
has also been found to be an appropriate model for financial data.(Bollerslev, Chou 
and Kroner (1992)).  
Attanasio and Wadhwani (1989) also find that stock returns can be explained by a 
risk measure using ARCH, while other macroeconomic variables such as nominal 
interest rates and inflation remain significant in explaining the movement of expected 
returns.  
However, above-mentioned studies do not account for the time-varying effects of 
these macroeconomic variables on the performance of ISE. It is certain that these 
variables do not affect the stock exchange markets at the same magnitude during the 
whole period. Therefore, we examined the relationships between macroeconomic 
variables and stock returns relationships by using a time-varying parameter GARCH 
model. Hence, this paper differs from earlier studies in the modeling of stock returns 
with macroeconomic variables within a time-varying parameter GARCH 
specification. 
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The standard time-varying parameter model with generalized autoregressive 
conditional heteroscedastic (GARCH) disturbances can be defined as: 
 
eXR tttt 111 +++ += β            where   ),0(~1 tt hNe +   (1) 
V ttt 11 ++ += ββ       where ),0(~1 QNVt+                (2) 
∑∑
=
−−
=
++=
n
i
itiit
m
i
it hehh
1
2
0
γφ                                (3) 
 
where   Rt 1+  represent stock returns, and the vector of explanatory macroeconomic 
variables  X t  at time t is defined as X t  =   [  Et  , Mt ,   IPt  , It , S t     ] . 
 Et, Mt, IPt, St,  and    I t    represent the change in the price of the US dollar in terms of 
T.L, growth rate of money, industrial production, interest rates of the secondary 
market, and overnight interest rates respectively.  
It may be suspected that an endogeneity bias may emerge between the returns and 
explanatory variables. However, in this study macroeconomic variables are used as 
informational variables. Since the stock market is not deep in Turkey, we expect 
macroeconomic variables have an influence on stock market, but stock market does 
not affect the macro economic variables.  
et 1+  is normally distributed with a time varying conditional variance of th  which is 
used as a measure of volatility and it can be influenced from past values of the error 
terms of stock returns, 2 ite −  as well as its own past behavior. 
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 The time-varying coefficientsβ 1+t ’s are allowed to follow random walk and V t 1+  is 
the normally distributed to shocks to the parameter vector β 1+t  with a 
homoscedastic covariance matrixQ . 
iφ  and iγ  are the time-varying parameters of th . 
Equations (1), (2), and (3) characterize a time-varying autoregressive process with an 
ARCH specification for shocks to stock prices. Finally, the last equation describes 
the GARCH process of shocks to the dependent variable that is stock returns. 
To see the variations in the structure, we use Kalman Filter algorithm which is used 
as an estimation method in time-varying parameter models. It is a recursive 
algorithm that means the parameters are updated based on recursive innovations. 
Then, the variations in this structure can be analyzed within the context of Kalman 
Filter (see Chow (1984) for details), for which the updating equations can be written 
as: 
 ηβ 111 +++ += ttttt EXR ,                                     (4) 
hXXH tTttttt += Ω +1                     (5) 
[ ]ηββ 111121 +−+++ Ω+=+ ttTttttt HXEt                   (6) 
[ ] QttttTttttt XHXI += ΩΩ−Ω +−+++ 11112                   (7) 
 
where Ω+ tt 1  is the conditional covariance matrix of β 1+t ,given information 
available at time t. 
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 The conditional variance of stock returns H t  depends upon both ht  and the 
conditional variance of β 1+ttX , which is XX TttttΩ+1 , formulated in equation (5). 
Equation (6) shows the innovations in updating the estimates ofβ 1+t , which is used 
for forecasting the future stock returns. 
 Finally equations (6) and (7) represent the updating of the conditional distribution of 
β 1+t  over time in response to new information about stock returns. In other words, 
the last two equations show the innovations in updating the estimates of β 1+t  and the 
conditional covariance matrix. Now using the above given framework we analyzed 
the financial market uncertainty in the time varying parameter framework 
  
4.2 Modeling Turkish Financial Market Uncertainty 
As we mentioned before, this paper differs from earlier studies in the modeling of 
financial market uncertainty. We use a specification that allows for time-varying 
parameters for stock prices shock. We again employ Kalman Filter algorithm to 
measure the uncertainty regarding the structural variability of the equation. This 
method is capable of measuring financial market uncertainty by estimating the time 
varying conditional variance of variable's unpredictable innovation. This procedure 
combined with the class of ARCH specification was first introduced by Evans (1991) 
for the inflation uncertainty. Formally the financial market uncertainty can be 
modeled as: 
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  eXR tttt 111 +++ += β      where   ),0(~1 tt Ne σ+    (8) 
V ttt 11 ++ += ββ       where ),0(~1 QNVt+                (9) 
 
 
where  Rt 1+   represent stock returns, and the vector of explanatory macroeconomic 
variables  X t  at time t is defined as X t  =   [  Et  , Mt ,   IPt  , It , S t     ] . 
 Et, Mt, IPt, St,  and    I t   , represent the change in the price of the US dollar in terms of 
T.L, growth rate of money, industrial production, interest rates of the secondary 
market, and overnight interest rates respectively. 
 β 1+t  is a vector of parameters and we allow  parameters to vary over time.  
et 1+  is the shock to stock returns that cannot be forecasted with information at time t, 
and et 1+  is normally distributed with a variance tσ . 
The unconditional variance of residuals   represents the role of structural uncertainty. 
Important changes in policies, expectations and institutions may have caused 
significant changes in the structure of the dependent variable. This “structural 
uncertainty” is represented in the time varying parameters that affect the dependent 
variable. The random walk hypothesis about the evolution of the parameters can 
easily be justified. Suppose that all the structural change in variations occur due to 
changing views about the structure of the economy. Then, it would be almost 
impossible to predict any future change in the movements of 1+tβ . Therefore, we 
have Et βt+1     =  Et βt        which implies random walk. 
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5   Empirical Results 
5.1   Estimation of time varying parameters  
 
Figure 1 contains plots of time-varying coefficients of 5 term moving average for the 
time varying parameter GARCH model. Each graph represents different macro 
economic variables effects.  
Panel A of Figure 1 shows the effect of exchange rate of the US dollar on the stock 
market. We see that the exchange rate effects stock returns negatively until 1994 
crisis, and the relationship turns out to be a positive one after then. The fact that 
currency depreciation affects stock returns negatively before and during 1994 crisis 
can be explained as follows: 
1) Depreciation of domestic currency leads to increase in the prices of imported 
capital goods, which reduces the profit margins and decreases the stock 
returns. It also implies that, the effect of an increase in the prices of the 
imported goods on stock returns are bigger than the positive effect of 
depreciation that increases the competitiveness of the firms. 
2) The ISE  in 1990’s was characterized as too shallow , therefore it was over 
sensitive to capital flows and when Turkish Lira appreciates to attract foreign 
capital, some portion of this capital would be invested in stock exchange 
market which would increase the stock returns. 
3) Also, by the interest rate parity condition, depreciation of the currency is 
associated with high interest rates, which also affects the stock returns 
negatively. 
4) Consistent with Muradoglu et al (1999), depreciation of the currency increase 
the volatility in the stock exchange market, which, in turn, affects the market 
returns negatively. 
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The reasons behind observing a positive relationship after 1996 between exchange 
rate of the US dollar and stock returns can be explained as follows: 
  
1) The depreciation of the domestic currency increased the competitiveness of 
the firms operating in the stock exchange market, which led to higher stock 
returns. For this period, it may be the case that the gains from increased 
competitiveness outweigh the costs stemming from more expensive imported 
capital goods. 
2) As stated in CBRT report (June-2002), during Asian crisis, demand 
contraction in Turkish economy resulted in the decrease in prices of exports 
and import, which, in turn increased the demand for these exportables. As a 
result, the depreciation in the domestic currency increased the 
competitiveness of the export sector and affected the stock exchange 
performance positively. 
3) Again consistent with Muradoglu et al (1999) the positive effect of the 
depreciation variable on stock returns after the crisis indicates that higher 
depreciation increases the risks in the stock market. Therefore, with stock 
returns should be higher to accommodate this increased risk.  
   4)   Muradoglu and Metin  (1996) also mentioned that, in the long run, stock 
prices are expected to decrease as Turkish Lira is devalues, which can be 
interpreted as a sign of higher future inflation through higher imported 
industrial input prices, including oil and other forms of energy. 
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Panel B of Figure 1 is dealing with the effect of currency in circulation (M1) on the 
stock market. This variable can be viewed as a proxy to see the stance of monetary 
policy in the Turkish economy. As it can be seen from the graph, the effect of 
currency in circulation to the stock returns is quite close to zero. There may be two 
explanations behind this result: First, the money-income relationship can be broken 
down during the period observed. It is expected that the change in monetary policy 
effect the stock prices thorough changes in income. However if monetary policy is 
believed to be ineffective this relationship can no longer exists. Second; M1 itself 
may not the proper monetary policy instrument as it is mentioned in Berument 
(2003). This result is not consistent with Muradoglu and Metin (1996), and 
Muradoglu et al (2000) since they found money supply (M1) is positively related to 
stock returns indicating that monetary expansion in nominal terms results in 
increased investment in stocks. This seemingly contradiction can also be due to 
different methodologies employed. 
The relationship between industrial production and stock prices is highly volatile in 
Panel C. As it can be seen from the figure, industrial production affects the stock 
returns positively, excluding the period beginning from 1994 crisis and ending at the 
beginning of the Asian crisis. A positive relation between the two variables is 
straightforward to explain: Increased production leads to increased revenue and 
profits of the firms, which also raises the stock returns. Possible explanations for the 
insensitivity of stock returns to industrial production can be stated as: 
1) Asset price bubbles can be observed between 1994 and 1997, which makes 
stock returns invariant to changes in the real sector. 
2) If the financial stock market index is compared to industrial stock market 
index for the relevant period, we see that the ratio of the financial sector index to 
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industrial index exceeds 1 by far, which implies that, the change in returns are mostly 
generated by the changes in the financial sector. Such a finding can explain the 
relative insensitivity of stock returns to industrial production. 
The benchmark interest rates of the secondary market and stock prices have positive 
relation before the crisis of 1994 and we found a negative relationship during the 
crisis. However the effect dies out after 1994 and it becomes close to zero. For this 
effect of secondary market interest rates, we have two possible explanations: If the 
secondary interest rates increase with the inflation risk premium, investors will shift 
their portfolio choice to the stock exchange market and stock returns will increase. If 
the secondary market rates will increase due to debt financing requirement of the 
treasury, then we will observe increase in default risk which will also affect the stock 
market negatively. As we mentioned before, we take the secondary market interest 
rates as political risk. Since we use five-period moving average series in our study, 
our results suggest that political factors do not affect the stock exchange performance 
in the long run.  
Panel E of Figure 1 shows interbank interest rates and stock returns have negative 
relationship except for the crisis of 1994 possibly due to their being close substitutes, 
as found in Muradoglu (1992). It is not surprising to see that increased interest rates 
lead to worsening stock returns. However, one point is worth mentioning: Right 
before 1999 stabilization program started, investors anticipated that stock returns 
would increase at the initial phase of the program due to positive expectations. This 
period was also characterized by high interbank rates, which can explain the 
seemingly positive relation between interest rates and stock returns just before the 
stabilization program took place. Similar to our results, Muradoglu et al (1999) 
report that interbank interest rates has negative coefficient in the stock return 
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equation before, during and after crisis periods. Then, they conclude that higher 
interest rates increased volatility in the stock market. Muradoglu et al (1996) also 
concludes that stock returns are expected to increase as growth rates of interest rates 
fall, which again is consistent with our study. 
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Figure 1 
 
A. Time varying parameter estimates of the Foreign Exchange Rate of the US 
Dollar. 
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B.  Time varying parameter estimates of the Currency in Circulation 
(M1).
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C. Time varying parameter estimates of the Industrial production 
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D.  Time varying parameter estimates of the Secondary market interest rates 
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E. Time varying parameter estimates of the Interbank interest rates 
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5.2   Results of modeling Structural Uncertainty of the Turkish Financial 
Market 
 
After applying the weekly stock returns and macroeconomic variables data in the 
related equations above, we get the following Figure 2 for the behavior of the 
structural uncertainty. As it can be seen from the figure, structural uncertainty 
captures the unexpected changes in stock exchange market in Turkish economy.  
 
In Figure 2 there's a peak in 1994 crisis in and this result is consistent with our 
expectation of catching the structural uncertainty in the crisis years. However, 
contrary to common belief, we do not observe an increase in uncertainty during the 
Asian and Russian crisis. Instead an increase in uncertainty occur right after1994 
crisis to the end of 1995. Again, the real asset price bubble, which could take place 
during this crisis period, can be the primary source for this finding.    
Figure 2      
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Note: The behavior of structural uncertainty for the Turkish stock market 
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6      Conclusion 
Literature that provides empirical evidence about investigating the relationship 
between stock returns and macroeconomic variables in emerging markets is limited. 
Moreover, there are opposing works about the relationship between stock returns and 
macroeconomic variables. Therefore we were motivated to investigate the time-
varying relationship between these two components of emerging markets. 
This study attempts to make two contributions to the field. First, unlike the previous 
research that focused mainly on the long run -short run relationship with the 
assumption of constant parameter approach, we employ the time-varying parameter 
GARCH methodology to investigate the relationship between asset returns and 
macroeconomic variables such as foreign exchange rate of the US dollar, currency in 
circulation, interbank interest rates, and secondary market interest rates. The model 
that we use is superior to previous models, since there exist many structural changes 
in Turkish economy and a time varying parameter model is believed to capture these 
changes. Besides it is certain that these variables do not affect the stock exchange 
market at the same magnitude during the whole period. Second, we investigate the 
financial market structural uncertainty within a model of time-varying parameter as 
indicated in Evans (1991) for inflation uncertainty. 
The results of the study have shown that the variables of interest affect the stock 
returns in a different manner over different time periods. In our time –varying 
parameter GARCH model, exchange rate of US dollar affect stock returns negatively 
before and after the 1994 crisis since depreciation of domestic currency leads to 
increase in the prices of imported capital goods, which reduces the profit margins 
and decreases the stock returns. Also, by the interest rate parity condition, 
depreciation of the currency is associated with high interest rates, which also affects 
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the stock returns negatively. After 1996,the positive relationship between exchange 
rate and stock return can be explained by the depreciation of the domestic currency 
increased the competitiveness of the firms operating in the stock exchange market, 
which led to higher stock returns. In addition to this, Asian Crisis can be the reason 
for this positive relation since the demand contraction in Turkish economy decrease 
the price of exports and imports and the depreciation in the domestic currency 
increased the competitiveness of the export sector. 
The effect of currency in circulation on the stock market is quiet close to zero and we 
conclude the reason behind this result is ; the money-income relationship can be 
broken down during the period observed and M1 itself may not the proper monetary 
policy instrument. 
 We explain the positive relation between industrial production and stock returns 
before 1994 as; increased production leads to increased revenue and profits of the 
firms, which also raises the stock returns. The negative and insensitive relation 
between 1994 and 1997 occur due to the asset price bubbles can be observed 
between these years, which makes stock returns invariant to changes in the real 
sector. 
The relationship between secondary market interest rates and stock prices is 
debatable since we observe both positive and negative effect of interest rates on the 
stock returns. If the secondary interest rates increase with the inflation risk premium, 
investors will shift their portfolio choice to the stock exchange market and stock 
returns will increase. If the secondary market rates will increase due to debt 
financing requirement of the treasury, then we will observe increase in default risk 
which will also affect the stock market negatively 
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Finally, we provide evidence that stock returns and interbank interest rates have 
negative relationship due to their being close substitutes. 
After we analyze the effects of macroeconomic variables on the ISE, we investigate 
the structural uncertainty of Turkish financial market by applying the time-varying 
parameter model. The result clearly shows that there’s a high uncertainty in year 
1994 which is the crisis year and we capture this uncertainty by applying our time 
varying parameter methodology. 
 
Structural changes in ISE require using different methodologies to capture the 
changes in the relationship between macroeconomic variables and stock returns. ISE 
is still not deep and stable which makes it vulnerable to macroeconomic conditions. 
We observe that the relationship between stock prices and macroeconomic variables 
seem to change throughout the whole period. Especially the effects of foreign 
exchange rate of the US dollar and interest rates on ISE are remarkable. Structural 
uncertainty reached a peak in 1994, which also have led to a structural change 
between ISE and macroeconomic variables. For further research one has to analyze 
the sub-index carefully. 
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APPENDIX A  
 
(MATLAB CODES FOR THE MODEL) 
 
FUNCTION 1 
 
% PURPOSE: An example using tvp_garch(), 
%                           prt(), 
%                           plt(), 
% time-varying parameter model with garch(1,1) errors 
%--------------------------------------------------- 
% USAGE: tvp_garchd 
%--------------------------------------------------- 
 
% Example taken from Kim and Nelson (1999) 
% State-Space Models with Regime Switching 
 
load fourwek.data; 
 
 
% column1: m1===growth rate of quarterly average M1 
%  2: dint=change in the lagged interest rate (3-month T-bill) 
%  3: inf==lagged inflation 
%  4: surpl==lagged full employment budget surplus 
%  5: m1lag==lag of m1 
%     1957.3--2002:4,  
 
y = fourweek(:,1); 
n = length(y); 
x = [ones(n,1) fourweek(:,2:6)];  
% global y;  
% global x; 
[n k] = size(x); 
 
% initial values 
 parm =  [   6.495192 
             0.386415 
             0.065452 
            -0.959248 
             0.024869  
            -0.042951   
             0.127823 
            1.024351 
            1.9876 
           -0.058613 ]; 
                   
info.b0 = zeros(k+1,1); % relatively diffuse prior      
info.v0 = eye(k+1)*50;  % to match Kim-Nelson 
 
info.prt = 1; % turn on printing of some  
              %intermediate optimization results 
info.start = 11; % starting observation 
 
result = tvp_garch(y,x,parm,info) 
 
vnames = strvcat('stock','constant','exchan','m1','sanayi','sec','inter') 
   % print(result,vnames); 
     % compare to Table 6.1 page 145 
 
   % plt(result,vnames); 
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      FUNCTION 2 
 
 
function llik = tvp_garch_like(parm,y,x,start,priorb0,priorv0) 
% PURPOSE: log likelihood for tvp_garch model 
% ------------------------------------------------------- 
% USAGE: llike = tvp_garch_like(parm,y,x,start,priorb0,priorv0) 
% where: parm = a vector of parmaeters 
%        parm(1) = sig beta 1 
%        parm(2) = sig beta 2 
%        . 
%        . 
%        . 
%        parm(k) = sig beta k 
%        parm(k+1) = a0 
%        parm(k+2) = a1 
%        parm(k+3) = a2 
%        start     = # of observation to start at 
%                    (default: 2*k+1) 
%        priorb0 = a (k+1)x1 vector with prior for b0 
%                (default: zeros(k+1,1), a diffuse prior)             
%        priorv0 = a (k+1)x(k+1) matrix with prior for sigb 
%                (default: eye(k+1)*1e+5, a diffuse prior)                   
% ---------------------------------------------------- 
% RETURNS: -log likelihood function value (a scalar)                   
% ---------------------------------------------------- 
% REFERENCES: Kim and Nelson (1999) 
% State-Space Models with Regime Switching 
% ---------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
[n k] = size(x); 
 
% transform parameters 
parm = garch_trans(parm); 
if nargin == 3 
start = 2*k+1; % use initial observations for startup 
priorv0 = eye(k+1)*1e+5; 
priorb0 = zeros(k+1,1); 
elseif nargin == 4 
priorv0 = eye(k+1)*1e+5; 
priorb0 = zeros(k+1,1); 
elseif nargin == 6 
% do nothing 
else 
error('tvp_garch_like: Wrong # of input arguments'); 
end; 
 
 
sigb = zeros(k,1); 
for i=1:k; 
sigb(i,1) = parm(i,1)*parm(i,1); 
end; 
a0 = parm(k+1,1); 
a1 = parm(k+2,1); 
a2 = parm(k+3,1); 
 
ivar = a0/(1-a1-a2); % initial variance 
 
r = 0; 
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f = eye(k+1); 
f(k+1,k+1) = 0; 
g = eye(k+1); 
cll = priorb0; 
pll = priorv0; % initial var-cov for reg coef 
pll(k+1,k+1) = ivar; 
htl = ivar; 
 
 
loglik = zeros(n,1); 
 
for iter = 1:n; 
 
h = [x(iter,:) 1]; 
 
ht = a0 + a1*(cll(k+1,1)*cll(k+1,1) + pll(k+1,k+1)) + a2*htl; 
 
tmp = [sigb 
       ht]; 
 
Q = diag(tmp); 
 
ctl = f*cll; 
ptl = f*pll*f' + g*Q*g'; 
 
vt = y(iter,1) - h*ctl; % prediction error 
ft = h*ptl*h' + r;      % variance of forecast error 
 
ctt = ctl + ptl*h'*(1/ft)*vt; 
ptt = ptl - ptl*h'*(1/ft)*h*ptl; 
 
 
lik = (1/sqrt(2*pi*abs(ft)))*exp(-0.5*vt'*(1/ft)*vt); 
 
loglik(iter,1) = -log(lik); 
 
 
cll = ctt; 
pll = ptt; 
htl = ht; 
 
end; 
 
llik = sum(loglik(start:n,1)); 
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FUNCTION 3 
 
function [betao, ferroro, fvaro, sigto] = tvp_garch_filter(parm,y,x,start,priorb0,priorv0) 
% PURPOSE: generate tvp_garch model betas, forecast errors, forecast variance 
%          and garch(1,1) sigmas over time given maximum likelihood estimates 
% ------------------------------------------------------------- 
% USAGE: [beta ferror fvar sigt ] = tvp_garch_filter(parm,y,x,start,priorb0,priorv0) 
% where: parm = a vector of maximum likelihood estimates 
%        y = data vector 
%        x = data matrix 
%    start = # of observation to start the filter 
%            (default = 1) 
%    priorb0 = a (k+1) x 1 vector with prior for b0         
%    priorv0 = a (k+1)x(k+1) matrix with prior for sigb 
%            (default: eye(k+1)*1e+5, a diffuse prior)   
% ------------------------------------------------------------- 
% RETURNS:   beta = (Txk) matrix of tvp beta estimates 
%          ferror = (Tx1) vector with forecast error and 
%                               
%            fvar = (Tx1) vector with conditional variance 
%            sigt = (Tx1) vector with garch variances                
% ------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
[n k] = size(x); 
 
% transform parameters 
parm = garch_trans(parm); 
 
if nargin == 3 
start = 1; 
priorb0 = zeros(k+1,1); 
priorv0 = eye(k+1)*1e+5; 
elseif nargin == 4 
priorb0 = zeros(k+1,1); 
priorv0 = eye(k+1)*1e+5; 
elseif nargin == 6 
% do nothing 
else 
error('tvp_garch_filter: Wrong # of input arguments'); 
end; 
 
beta = zeros(n,k); 
ferror = zeros(n,1); 
fvar = zeros(n,1); 
sigt = zeros(n,1); 
 
sigb = zeros(k,1); 
for i=1:k; 
sigb(i,1) = parm(i,1)*parm(i,1); 
end; 
 
a0 = parm(k+1,1); 
a1 = parm(k+2,1); 
a2 = parm(k+3,1); 
ivar = a0/(1-a1-a2); 
 
r = 0; 
 
f = eye(k+1); 
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f(k+1,k+1) = 0; 
g = eye(k+1); 
 
cll = priorb0; 
pll = priorv0; 
pll(k+1,k+1) = ivar; 
htl = ivar; 
 
 
for iter = 1:n; 
 
h = [x(iter,:) 1]; 
 
ht = a0 + a1*(cll(k+1,1)^2 + pll(8,8)) + a2*htl; 
 
tmp = [sigb  
       ht]; 
 
Q = diag(tmp); 
 
ctl = f*cll; 
ptl = f*pll*f' + g*Q*g'; 
 
vt = y(iter,1) - h*ctl; % prediction error 
ft = h*ptl*h' + r;      % variance of forecast error 
 
ctt = ctl + ptl*h'*(1/ft)*vt; 
ptt = ptl - ptl*h'*(1/ft)*h*ptl; 
 
beta(iter,:) = ctl(1:k,1)'; 
ferror(iter,1) = vt; 
fvar(iter,1) = ft; 
sigt(iter,1) = ht; 
 
cll = ctt; 
pll = ptt; 
htl = ht; 
 
end; 
 
betao = beta(start:n,:); 
ferroro = ferror(start:n,1); 
fvaro = fvar(start:n,1); 
sigto = sigt(start:n,1); 
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FUNCTION 4 
 
function result = tvp_garch(y,x,parm,info) 
% PURPOSE: time-varying parameter estimation with garch(1,1) errors 
%          y(t) = X(t)*B(t) + e(t), e(t) = N(0,h(t)) 
%          B(t) = B(t-1) + v(t),    v(t) = N(0,sigb^2) 
%          h(t) = a0 + a1*e(t-1)^2 + a2*h(t-1) ARMA(1,1) error variances 
% ------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% USAGE:     result = tvp_garch(y,x,parm,info); 
%        or: result = tvp_garch(y,x,parm); for default options 
% where: y = dependent variable vector 
%        x = explanatory variable matrix 
%     parm = (k+3)x1 vector of starting values 
%             parm(1:k,1)   = sigb vector 
%             parm(k+1,1)   = a0  
%             parm(k+2,1)   = a1 
%             parm(k+3,1)   = a2 
%   info = a structure variable containing optimization options 
%   info.b0    = a (k+1) x 1 vector with initial b values (default: zeros(k+1,1)) 
%   info.v0    = a (k+1)x(k+1) matrix with prior for sigb  
%                (default: eye(k+1)*1e+5, a diffuse prior) 
%   info.prt   = 1 for printing some intermediate results 
%              = 2 for printing detailed results (default = 0) 
%   info.delta = Increment in numerical derivs                [.000001] 
%   info.hess  = Hessian: ['dfp'], 'bfgs', 'gn', 'marq', 'sd' 
%   info.maxit = Maximium iterations                              [500] 
%   info.lamda = Minimum eigenvalue of Hessian for Marquardt      [.01] 
%   info.cond  = Tolerance level for condition of Hessian        [1000] 
%   info.btol  = Tolerance for convergence of parm vector        [1e-4] 
%   info.ftol  = Tolerance for convergence of objective function [sqrt(eps)]  
%   info.gtol  = Tolerance for convergence of gradient           [sqrt(eps)] 
%   info.start = starting observation (default: 2*k+1) 
% ------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% RETURNS: a result structure 
%       result.meth   = 'tvp_garch' 
%       result.sigb   = a (kx1) vector of sig beta estimates 
%       result.ahat   = a (3x1) vector with a0,a1,a2 estimates 
%       result.vcov   = a (k+3)x(k+3) var-cov matrix for the parameters        
%       result.tstat  = a (k+3) x 1 vector of t-stats based on vcov 
%       result.stdhat = a (k+3) x 1 vector of estimated std deviations 
%       result.beta   = a (start:n x k) matrix of time-varying beta hats 
%       result.ferror = a (start:n x 1) vector of forecast errors 
%       result.fvar   = a (start:n x 1) vector for conditional variances 
%       result.sigt   = a (start:n x 1) vector of arch variances 
%       result.rsqr   = R-squared 
%       result.rbar   = R-bar squared 
%       result.yhat   = predicted values 
%       result.y      = actual values 
%       result.like   = log likelihood (at solution values) 
%       result.iter   = # of iterations taken 
%       result.start  = # of starting observation 
%       result.time   = time (in seconds) for solution 
% ------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% NOTES: 1) to generate tvp betas based on max-lik parm vector 
%           [beta ferror] = tvp_garch_filter(parm,y,x,start,b0,v0); 
%        2) tvp_garch calls garch_trans(), maxlik(), tvp_garch_like, tvp_garch_filter 
% ------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% SEE ALSO: prt(), plt(), tvp_garch_like, tvp_garch_filter 
% ------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% REFERNCES: Kim and Nelson (1999) 
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% State-Space Models with Regime Switching 
% ------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
infoz.maxit = 500; 
 [n k] = size(x); 
 start = 2*k+1; 
 priorv0 = eye(k+1)*1e+5; 
 priorb0 = zeros(k+1,1); 
 
if nargin == 4 % we need to reset optimization defaults 
if ~isstruct(info) 
  error('tvp_garch: optimization options should be in a structure variable'); 
end; 
% parse options 
fields = fieldnames(info); 
nf = length(fields);  
  for i=1:nf 
    if strcmp(fields{i},'maxit') 
        infoz.maxit = info.maxit;  
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'btol') 
        infoz.btol = info.btol; 
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'ftol') 
        infoz.ftol = info.ftol; 
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'gtol') 
        infoz.gtol = info.gtol; 
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'hess') 
        infoz.hess = info.hess; 
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'cond') 
        infoz.cond = info.cond; 
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'prt') 
        infoz.prt = info.prt; 
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'delta') 
        infoz.delta = info.delta;      
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'lambda') 
        infoz.lambda = info.lambda;   
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'start') 
        start = info.start;   
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'v0') 
        priorv0 = info.v0;   
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'b0') 
        priorb0 = info.b0;          
    end; 
  end; 
end; 
          
  
% Do maximum likelihood estimation 
oresult = maxlik('tvp_garch_like',parm,infoz,y,x,start,priorb0,priorv0); 
parm1 = oresult.b; 
% take absolute value of standard deviations 
parm1(1:k,1) = abs(parm1(1:k,1)); 
 
niter = oresult.iter; 
like = -oresult.f; 
time = oresult.time; 
 
% compute numerical hessian at the solution 
cov0 = inv(fdhess('tvp_garch_like',parm1,y,x,start,priorb0,priorv0)); 
grad = fdjac('garch_trans',parm1); 
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vcov = grad*cov0*grad'; 
stdhat = sqrt(diag(vcov)); 
 
% produce tvp beta hats,  
% prediction errors and variance of forecast error, 
% and garch(1,1) variance estimates 
[beta ferror fvar sigt] = tvp_garch_filter(parm1,y,x,start,priorb0,priorv0); 
 
 
% transform a0,a1,a2 
parm1 = garch_trans(parm1); 
 
yhat = zeros(n-start+1,1); 
for i=start:n; 
yhat(i-start+1,1) = x(i,:)*beta(i-start+1,:)'; 
end; 
 
resid = y(start:n,1) - yhat; 
sigu = resid'*resid; 
tstat = parm./stdhat; 
 
ym = y(start:n,1) - mean(y(start:n,1)); 
rsqr1 = sigu; 
rsqr2 = ym'*ym; 
result.rsqr = 1.0 - rsqr1/rsqr2; % r-squared 
rsqr1 = rsqr1/(n-start); 
rsqr2 = rsqr2/(n-1.0); 
result.rbar = 1 - (rsqr1/rsqr2); % rbar-squared 
 
% return results structure information 
result.sigb = parm1(1:k,1); 
result.ahat = parm1(k+1:k+3,1); 
result.beta = beta; 
result.ferror = ferror; 
result.fvar = fvar; 
result.sigt = sigt; 
result.vcov = vcov; 
result.yhat = yhat; 
result.y = y; 
result.resid = resid; 
result.like = like; 
result.time = time; 
result.tstat = tstat; 
result.stdhat = stdhat; 
result.nobs = n; 
result.nvar = k; 
result.iter = niter; 
result.meth = 'tvp_garch'; 
result.start = start; 
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FUNCTION 5 
 
function alpha=step(b,infoz,stat,varargin) 
% PURPOSE: Determine step size in NUMZ package 
%----------------------------------------------------------------- 
% USAGE: alpha=step(b,infoz,stat,varargin) 
%  Where 
%  b         vector of model parameters 
%  infoz     structure variable with settings for MINZ0 
%  stat      structure variable with minimization status 
%  varargin  Variable list of arguments passed to func 
% 
% RETURNS:   alpha     scalar step size 
%----------------------------------------------------------------- 
% REFERENCES:  Numerical Recipes in FORTRAN  (LNSRCH, p. 378) 
%----------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
%================================================================= 
%  INITIALIZATIONS 
%================================================================= 
 
direc = stat.direc; 
alf=infoz.ftol; 
fold = stat.f; 
maxalpha = 10; 
alpha=1; 
tmpalpha=1; 
go=1; 
lvar = length(varargin); 
func = fcnchk(infoz.func,lvar); 
 
% I don't use this step from  Num. Recipes; it causes trouble 
%sumx = sqrt(direc'*direc) 
%if sumx > maxalpha 
%  direc = direc*maxalpha/sumx 
%end 
 
slope = stat.G'*direc; 
temp=abs(direc)./max(abs(b),1); 
temp=max(temp); 
test=max(temp,eps);         % Added to avoid /0 error 
minalpha = infoz.btol/test; 
b0 = b; 
 
%================================================================= 
%  FIND MINIMIZING STEP SIZE 
%================================================================= 
 
while go == 1 
  b = b0 + alpha*direc; 
  if strcmp(infoz.call,'other'), 
  f = feval(func,b,varargin{:}); 
  else, 
  f = feval(func,b,infoz,stat,varargin{:}); 
  end; 
  if alpha < minalpha 
    b = b0; 
    go = 0; 
    alpha = 0; 
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  elseif f < fold + alpha*slope*alf 
    go = 0; 
  else 
    if alpha == 1 
      tmpalpha = -slope/(2*(f-fold-slope)); 
    else 
      rhs1 = f - fold - alpha*slope; 
      rhs2 = f2 - fold2 - alpha2*slope; 
      a = (rhs1/alpha^2 - rhs2/alpha2^2)/(alpha-alpha2); 
      b = (-alpha2*rhs1/alpha^2 + alpha*rhs2/alpha2^2)/(alpha-alpha2); 
      if a == 0 
        tmpalpha = -slope/(2*b); 
      else  
        disc = b^2 - 3*a*slope; 
        if disc < 0 
          disp('Round off problem in STEP');  
          disc = 0; 
        end 
        tmpalpha = (-b+sqrt(disc))/(3*a); 
      end 
      if tmpalpha > .5*alpha, tmpalpha = .5*alpha; end 
    end 
  end 
  alpha2 = alpha; 
  f2 = f; 
  fold2 = fold; 
  if go ~= 0, alpha = max(tmpalpha,.1*alpha); end 
end 
 
 
FUNCTION 6 
 
function r = rows(x) 
% PURPOSE: return rows in a matrix x 
% ----------------------------------------- 
% USAGE: r = rows(x) 
% where: x = input matrix 
% ----------------------------------------- 
% RETURNS: r = # of rows in x 
% ----------------------------------------- 
 
[r,c] = size(x); 
 
 
FUNCTION 7 
 
 
function  G=numz(b,infoz,stat,varargin) 
% PURPOSE: Evaluate numerical derivs in MINZ package 
%----------------------------------------------------------------- 
% USAGE:  G=numz(b,infoz,stat,varargin) 
% Where 
%   b:        k-vector of parms 
%   infoz:    structure variable with options for MINZ 
%   stat:     structure variable with status for MINZ 
%   varargin: variable number of arguments needed by function  
%               being differentiated (infoz.func or infoz.momt) 
%----------------------------------------------------------------- 
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if ~isfield(infoz,'delta') 
  dh=.000001;             % Sets precision of Numerical Derivs 
else 
  dh = infoz.delta; 
end 
 
if (strcmp(infoz.call,'ls') | strcmp(infoz.call,'gmm')) 
  func = fcnchk(infoz.momt,length(varargin)+3); 
  T = cols(varargin{1})*cols(varargin{3}); 
else 
  func = fcnchk(infoz.func,length(varargin)+3); 
  T = 1; 
end; 
 
k=rows(b); 
e=eye(k); b0=b; 
G=zeros(T,k); 
for i = 1:k 
  if strcmp(infoz.call,'other'); 
  b = b0 + e(:,i)*dh; gplus=feval(func,b,varargin{:}); 
  b = b0 - e(:,i)*dh; gminus=feval(func,b,varargin{:}); 
  else, 
  b = b0 + e(:,i)*dh; gplus=feval(func,b,infoz,stat,varargin{:}); 
  b = b0 - e(:,i)*dh; gminus=feval(func,b,infoz,stat,varargin{:}); 
  end; 
  G(:,i)=(gplus-gminus)/(2*dh); 
end 
 
if ~(strcmp(infoz.call,'ls') | strcmp(infoz.call,'gmm')) 
  G = G';   
end; 
 
 
 
 
FUNCTION 8 
 
 
 
function mprint(y,info) 
% PURPOSE: print an (nobs x nvar) matrix in formatted form 
%--------------------------------------------------- 
% USAGE:     mprint(x,info)  
% where: x         = (nobs x nvar) matrix (or vector) to be printed 
%        info      = a structure containing printing options 
%        info.begr = beginning row to print,    (default = 1) 
%        info.endr = ending row to print,       (default = nobs) 
%        info.begc = beginning column to print, (default = 1 
%        info.endc = ending column to print,    (default = nvar)         
%        info.cnames = an (nvar x 1) string vector of names for columns (optional) 
%                      e.g. info.cnames = strvcat('col1','col2'); 
%                      (default = no column headings) 
%        info.rnames = an (nobs+1 x 1) string vector of names for rows (optional) 
%                      e.g. info.rnames = strvcat('Rows','row1','row2'); 
%                      (default = no row labels) 
%        info.fmt    = a format string, e.g., '%12.6f' or '%12d' (default = %10.4f) 
%                      or an (nvar x 1) string containing formats 
%                      e.g., info.fmt=strvcat('%12.6f','%12.2f','%12d'); for nvar = 3 
%        info.fid    = file-id for printing results to a file 
%                      (defaults to the MATLAB command window) 
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%                      e.g. fid = fopen('file.out','w');  
%        info.rflag  = 1 for row #'s printed, 0 for no row #'s (default = 0)  
%        info.width  = # of columns before wrapping occurs (default = 80)                                                   
%--------------------------------------------------- 
% e.g.   in.cnames = strvcat('col1','col2'); 
%        in.rnames = strvcat('rowlabel','row1','row2'); 
%        mprint(y,in), prints entire matrix, column and row headings 
%        in2.endc = 3; in2.cnames = strvcat('col1','col2','col3'); 
%    or: mprint(y,in2), prints 3 columns of the matrix, just column headings  
%    or: mprint(y), prints entire matrix, no column headings or row labels  
% NOTES: - defaults are used for info-elements not specified 
%        - default wrapping occurs at 80 columns, which varies depending on the 
%          format you use, e.g. %10.2f will wrap after 8 columns 
%--------------------------------------------------- 
% SEE ALSO: tsprint, mprint_d, lprint 
%--------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
% setup defaults 
fid = 1; rflag = 0; cflag = 0; rnum = 0; nfmts = 1; cwidth = 80; 
[nobs nvars] = size(y); 
begr = 1; endr = nobs; begc = 1; endc = nvars; fmt = '%10.4f'; 
if nargin == 1 
% rely on defaults 
elseif nargin == 2 
  if ~isstruct(info) 
    error('mprint: you must supply the options as a structure variable');  
  end; 
fields = fieldnames(info); 
nf = length(fields); 
for i=1:nf 
    if strcmp(fields{i},'fmt') 
        fmts = info.fmt;  
  [nfmts junk] = size(fmts); 
  if nfmts == nvars 
   fmt = fmts; 
  elseif nfmts == 1 
   fmt = fmts; 
  else 
   error('mprint: wrong # of formats in string -- need nvar'); 
  end; 
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'fid') 
        fid = info.fid; 
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'begc'); 
        begc = info.begc; 
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'begr'); 
        begr = info.begr; 
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'endc'); 
        endc = info.endc; 
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'endr'); 
        endr = info.endr; 
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'width'); 
      cwidth = info.width; 
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'cnames'); 
        cnames = info.cnames; 
        cflag = 1; 
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'rnames'); 
        rnames = info.rnames; 
        rflag = 1; 
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'rflag'); 
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        rnum = info.rflag; 
    end; 
end; 
 
else 
error('Wrong # of arguments to mprint'); 
    
end; % end of if-elseif input checking 
 
 
% see if the user supplied row names and set rnum 
% correct her mistake if she did this 
if rflag == 1 
rnum = 0; 
end; 
 
% parse formats 
if nfmts == 1 
   f1 = strtok(fmt,'%'); 
   f2 = strtok(f1,'.');  
    if strcmp(f1,f2) 
     f2 = strtok(f2,'d'); 
     dflag = 1; 
     fflag = 0; 
    else 
     tmp1 = strtok(fmt,'f'); 
     tmp2 = strtok(tmp1,'.'); 
     tmp1 = tmp1(2:length(tmp1)); 
     tmp2 = tmp2(2:length(tmp2)); 
     opoint = num2str(str2num(tmp1) - str2num(tmp2)); 
     decimal = opoint(1,length(opoint)); 
     f2 = strtok(f2,'f'); 
     fflag = 1; 
     dflag = 0; 
    end; 
   f2 = str2num(f2); 
   nwide = floor(cwidth/f2); % 80 columns divided by format 
   nvar = endc-begc+1; 
   nsets = ceil(nvar/nwide); 
else %  wrapping in this case is based on widest format in the list 
nwidev = zeros(nfmts,1); 
nsetsv = zeros(nfmts,1); 
f2v = zeros(nfmts,1); 
dflagv = zeros(nfmts,1); 
fflagv = zeros(nfmts,1); 
decimalv = zeros(nfmts,1); 
   for ii=1:nfmts; 
   f1 = strtok(fmt(ii,:),'%'); 
   f2 = strtok(f1,'.'); 
    if strcmp(f1,f2) 
     f2 = strtok(f2,'d'); 
     dflagv(ii,1) = 1; 
     fflagv(ii,1) = 0;      
    else 
     tmp1 = strtok(fmt(ii,:),'f'); 
     tmp2 = strtok(tmp1,'.'); 
     tmp1 = tmp1(2:length(tmp1)); 
     tmp2 = tmp2(2:length(tmp2)); 
     opoint = num2str(str2num(tmp1) - str2num(tmp2)); 
     decimalv(ii,1) = opoint(1,length(opoint));      
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     f2 = strtok(f2,'f'); 
     fflagv(ii,1) = 1; 
     dflagv(ii,1) = 0;      
    end; 
   f2v(ii,1) = str2num(f2); 
   nwidev(ii,1) = floor(cwidth/f2v(ii,1)); % cwidth columns divided by format 
   nvar = endc-begc+1; 
   nsetsv(ii,1) = ceil(nvar/nwidev(ii,1));    
end; 
nsets = min(nsetsv);  
nwide = max(nwidev); 
end;  
 
% if we have row and column labels 
% adjust variable labels and column heading strings 
% to match the width of the printing format 
 
if rnum == 1 
dstr = 'Obs#'; 
end; 
 
if cflag == 1 % we have column headings 
 [vsize nsize] = size(cnames); % error check cnames argument 
 if vsize ~= nvars; error('Wrong # cnames in mprint'); end;     
 if nfmts == 1 % case of only 1 format string 
  nmax = max(f2,nsize); % build format strings  
                        % based on widest format               
  sfmt = ['%', num2str(nmax)]; 
  sfmt = [sfmt,'s '];  
  ffmt = ['%', num2str(nmax)]; 
   if dflag == 1 
   ffmt = [ffmt,'d ']; 
   elseif fflag == 1 
   ffmt = [ffmt,'.']; 
   ffmt = [ffmt,decimal]; 
   ffmt = [ffmt,'f ']; 
   end; 
 else % we have multiple format strings, process each 
 sfmtv = []; fmtv = []; 
  for ii=1:nfmts % find and parse multiple formats 
  nmax = max(f2v(ii,:),nsize); % build format strings  
                        % based on widest format               
  sfmtv{ii} = ['%', num2str(nmax)]; 
  sfmtv{ii} = [sfmtv{ii},'s '];  
  ffmtv{ii} = ['%', num2str(nmax)]; 
   if dflagv(ii,1) == 1 
   ffmtv{ii} = [ffmtv{ii},'d ']; 
   elseif fflagv(ii,1) == 1 
   ffmtv{ii} = [ffmtv{ii},'.']; 
   ffmtv{ii} = [ffmtv{ii},decimalv(ii,1)];     
   ffmtv{ii} = [ffmtv{ii},'f ']; 
   end; 
  end; % end of for ii loop 
 end; % end of if-else 
elseif cflag == 0 % we have no column headings 
 if nfmts == 1 % case of only 1 format string 
  nmax = f2; % augment format string with a space (the hard way)  
  ffmt = ['%', num2str(nmax)]; 
   if dflag == 1 
   ffmt = [ffmt,'d ']; 
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   elseif fflag == 1 
   ffmt = [ffmt,'.']; 
   ffmt = [ffmt,decimal]; 
   ffmt = [ffmt,'f ']; 
   end; 
 else % we have multiple format strings, process each 
 sfmtv = []; fmtv = []; 
  for ii=1:nfmts % find and parse multiple formats 
  nmax = f2v(ii,:); % augment format strings with a space  
  ffmtv{ii} = ['%', num2str(nmax)]; 
   if dflagv(ii,1) == 1 
   ffmtv{ii} = [ffmtv{ii},'d ']; 
   elseif fflagv(ii,1) == 1 
   ffmtv{ii} = [ffmtv{ii},'.']; 
   ffmtv{ii} = [ffmtv{ii},decimalv(ii,1)];     
   ffmtv{ii} = [ffmtv{ii},'f ']; 
   end; 
  end; % end of for ii loop 
 end; % end of if-else     
end; % end of if-elseif cflag == 0,1 
    
if rflag == 1 % we have row labels 
 [vsize nsize] = size(rnames); % error check cnames argument 
 if vsize ~= nobs+1; error('Wrong # rnames in mprint'); end;   
 rfmt = ['%', num2str(nsize)];  
 rfmt = [rfmt,'s '];  
end; % end of if rflag == 1 
 
if (rflag == 0 & cflag == 0) 
    ffmt = fmt; 
end; 
 
% print matrix 
for j=1:nsets; 
 if nfmts == 1 % print row header and column headers 
 if rnum == 1;fprintf(fid,'%5s ',dstr);      
     elseif rflag == 1     
  fprintf(fid,rfmt,rnames(1,:)); 
     end;   
     if cflag == 1 
    for i = (j-1)*nwide+begc:j*nwide+begc-1 
  if i <= endc 
% find version #;  
  %[version,junk] = version; vers = str2num(version); 
   %if vers == 5.2 
   fprintf(fid,sfmt,strjust(cnames(i,:),'right')); 
   %else 
   %fprintf(fid,sfmt,strjust(cnames(i,:))); 
   %end; 
  end; 
 end; 
     end; 
  fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
 else % we have multiple formats 
 if rnum == 1;fprintf(fid,'%5s ',dstr);      
    elseif rflag == 1    
 fprintf(fid,rfmt,rnames(1,:)); 
    end; 
    if cflag == 1 
   for i = (j-1)*nwide+begc:j*nwide+begc-1 
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  if i <= endc 
% find version #;  
  %[version,junk] = version; vers = str2num(version); 
   %if vers == 5.2 
   fprintf(fid,sfmtv{i},strjust(cnames(i,:),'right')); 
   %else 
   %fprintf(fid,sfmtv{i},strjust(cnames(i,:))); 
   %end; 
  end; 
   end; 
    end; 
 fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
 end; % end of if-else nfmts 
 for k = begr:endr; % print row labels and numbers in matrix 
  if rnum == 1; fprintf(fid,'%5d ',k); 
        elseif rflag == 1         
  fprintf(fid,rfmt,rnames(k+1,:)); 
        end; 
  for l = (j-1)*nwide+begc:j*nwide+begc-1 
   if l <= endc 
    if nfmts == 1 
    fprintf(fid,ffmt,y(k,l)); 
    else 
    fprintf(fid,ffmtv{l},y(k,l)); 
    end; 
   end; 
  end; % end of for l 
  fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
 end; % end of for k 
fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
end; % end of for j 
 
 
 
 
 
FUNCTION  9 
 
 
function result = maxlik(func,b,info,varargin) 
% PURPOSE: minimize a log likelihood function 
% ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
% USAGE:     result = maxlike(func,b,info,varargin) 
%        or: result = maxlike(func,b,[],varargin) for default options  
% Where: func    = function to be minimized  
%        b       = parameter vector fed to func        
%        info structure containing optimization options 
%        .delta  = Increment in numerical derivs                   [.000001] 
%        .hess   = Hessian method: ['dfp'], 'bfgs', 'gn', 'marq', 'sd' 
%        .maxit  = Maximium iterations                             [100] 
%        .lambda = Minimum eigenvalue of Hessian for Marquardt     [.01] 
%        .cond   = Tolerance level for condition of Hessian        [1000] 
%        .btol   = Tolerance for convergence of parm vector        [1e-4] 
%        .ftol   = Tolerance for convergence of objective function [sqrt(eps)]  
%        .gtol   = Tolerance for convergence of gradient           [sqrt(eps)] 
%        .prt    = Printing: 0 = None, 1 = Most, 2 = All           [0] 
%       varargin = arguments list passed to func 
% ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
% RETURNS: results = a structure variable with fields: 
%           .b     = parameter value at the optimum 
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%           .hess  = numerical hessian at the optimum 
%           .bhist = history of b at each iteration 
%           .f     = objective function value at the optimum 
%           .g     = gradient at the optimum 
%           .dg    = change in gradient 
%           .db    = change in b parameters 
%           .df    = change in objective function 
%           .iter  = # of iterations taken 
%           .meth  = 'dfp', 'bfgs', 'gn', 'marq', 'sd' (from input) 
%           .time  = time (in seconds) needed to find solution 
% ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
% ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 
infoz.func = func; 
 
% set defaults 
 
infoz.maxit = 100; 
infoz.hess = 'bfgs'; 
infoz.prt = 0; 
infoz.cond = 1000; 
infoz.btol = 1e-4; 
infoz.gtol = sqrt(eps); 
infoz.ftol = sqrt(eps); 
infoz.lambda = 0.01; 
infoz.H1 = 1; 
infoz.delta = .000001; 
infoz.call = 'other'; 
infoz.step = 'stepz'; 
infoz.grad='numz';  
hessfile = 'hessz'; 
 
 
if length(info) > 0 
  if ~isstruct(info) 
    error('maxlik: options should be in a structure variable');  
end; 
% parse options 
fields = fieldnames(info); 
nf = length(fields); xcheck = 0; ycheck = 0; 
 for i=1:nf 
   if strcmp(fields{i},'maxit') 
        infoz.maxit = info.maxit;  
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'btol') 
        infoz.btol = info.btol; 
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'gtol') 
        infoz.gtol = info.gtol; 
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'ftol') 
        infoz.ftol = info.ftol; 
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'hess') 
        infoz.hess = info.hess; 
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'cond') 
        infoz.cond = info.cond; 
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'lambda') 
        infoz.lambda = info.lambda; 
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'delta') 
        infoz.delta = info.delta; 
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'prt') 
        infoz.prt = info.prt;         
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    end; 
end; 
else 
% rely on default options 
end; 
 
  
lvar = length(varargin); 
stat.iter = 0; 
k = rows(b);  
if lvar > 0 
n = rows(varargin{1}); 
end; 
convcrit = ones(4,1); 
stat.Hi = [];  
stat.df = 1000;  
stat.db = ones(k,1)*1000;  
stat.dG = stat.db; 
func = fcnchk(infoz.func,lvar+2); 
grad = fcnchk(infoz.grad,lvar+1); 
hess = fcnchk(hessfile,lvar+2); 
step = fcnchk(infoz.step,lvar+2); 
 
stat.f = feval(func,b,varargin{:}); 
stat.G = feval(grad,b,infoz,stat,varargin{:}); 
stat.star = ' ';   
stat.Hcond = 0; 
 
%==================================================================== 
%   MINIMIZATION LOOP 
%==================================================================== 
 
if infoz.prt > 0 
% set up row-column formatting for mprint of intermediate results 
in0.fmt = strvcat('%5d','%16.8f','%16.8f'); 
% this is for infoz.prt = 1 (brief information) 
in1.cnames = strvcat('iteration','function value','dfunc'); 
in1.fmt = strvcat('%5d','%16.8f','%16.8f'); 
% this is for infoz.prt = 2 
Vname = 'Parameter'; 
 for i=1:k 
 tmp = ['Parameter ',num2str(i)]; 
 Vname = strvcat(Vname,tmp); 
 end; 
in2.cnames = strvcat('Estimates','dEstimates','Gradient','dGradient'); 
in2.rnames = Vname; 
in2.fmt = strvcat('%16.8f','%16.8f','%16.8f','%16.8f');  
end 
 
 
if infoz.prt == 1 
mprint([stat.iter stat.f stat.df],in1); 
end; 
if infoz.prt == 2 
mprint([stat.iter stat.f stat.df],in1); 
mprint([b stat.db stat.G stat.dG],in2); 
end; 
 
t0 = clock; 
while all(convcrit > 0) 
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 % Calculate grad, hess, direc, step to get new b 
 stat.iter = stat.iter + 1; 
 stat = feval(hess,b,infoz,stat,varargin{:}); 
  stat.direc = -stat.Hi*stat.G; 
  alpha  = feval(step,b,infoz,stat,varargin{:}); 
  stat.db = alpha*stat.direc;  
  b = b + stat.db; 
 
 % Re-evaluate function, display current status 
  f0 = stat.f;     G0 = stat.G; 
if strcmp(infoz.call,'other'), 
  stat.f = feval(func,b,varargin{:}); 
  stat.G = feval(grad,b,infoz,stat,varargin{:}); 
else 
  stat.f = feval(func,b,infoz,stat,varargin{:}); 
  stat.G = feval(grad,b,infoz,stat,varargin{:}); 
end; 
 
% Determine changes in func, grad, and parms 
  if stat.f == 0 
   stat.df = 0; 
else 
   stat.df = f0/stat.f - 1; 
end 
  stat.dG = stat.G-G0; 
  dbcrit = any(abs(stat.db)>infoz.btol*ones(k,1)); 
  dgcrit = any(abs(stat.dG)>infoz.gtol*ones(k,1)); 
  convcrit = [(infoz.maxit-stat.iter); (stat.df-infoz.ftol);... 
   dbcrit; dgcrit]; 
  if stat.df < 0, error('Objective Function Increased'); end 
  X(stat.iter,:) = b'; 
 
% print intermediate results 
if infoz.prt == 1 
mprint([stat.iter stat.f stat.df],in1); 
end; 
if infoz.prt == 2 
mprint([stat.iter stat.f stat.df],in1); 
mprint([b stat.db stat.G stat.dG],in2); 
end; 
 
end 
time = etime(clock,t0); 
 
 
%==================================================================== 
%   FINISHING STUFF 
%==================================================================== 
 
% Write a message about why we stopped 
 
if infoz.prt > 0 
 if convcrit(1) <= 0 
  critmsg = 'Maximum Iterations'; 
elseif convcrit(2) <= 0 
  critmsg =  'Change in Objective Function'; 
elseif convcrit(3) <= 0 
    critmsg = 'Change in Parameter Vector'; 
elseif convcrit(4) <= 0 
    critmsg = 'Change in Gradient';   
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end 
  disp(['  CONVERGENCE CRITERIA MET: ' critmsg]) 
  disp(' ') 
end 
 
% put together results structure information 
result.bhist = X; 
result.time = time; 
result.b = b; 
result.g = stat.G; 
result.dg = stat.dG; 
result.f = stat.f; 
result.df = stat.df; 
result.iter = stat.iter; 
result.meth = infoz.hess; 
% Calculate numerical hessian at the solution 
result.hess = fdhess(func,b,varargin{:}); 
 
 
FUNCTION 10 
 
 
function stat=hessz(b,infoz,stat,varargin) 
% PURPOSE: Calculate/update Inverse Hessian  
% ------------------------------------------------------ 
% USAGE: stat=hessz(b,infoz,stat,varargin) 
% Where: b          = parameter vector fed to func 
%        infoz       = structure from MINZ 
%        stat       = status structure from MINZ 
%        varargin   = arguments list passed to func 
% ------------------------------------------------------ 
% RETURNS: stat = updated status structure with new  
%          inverse Hessian 
% ------------------------------------------------------ 
% NOTES: Supports the following search direction algorithms: 
%         *  Steepest Descent (SD) 
%         *  Gauss-Newton (GN) 
%         *  Levenberg-Marquardt (MARQ) 
%         *  Davidon-Fletcher-Powell (DFP) 
%         *  Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shano (BFGS) 
% 
%================================================================== 
%   REFERENCES: 
%     Gill, Murray, Wright (1981) 
%     Numerical Recipes in FORTRAN 
%     Optimization notes from XX (UNC OR Dept.) 
%================================================================== 
 
 
 
%================================================================== 
%   INITIALIZATIONS 
%================================================================== 
 
k = rows(b); 
lvar = length(varargin); 
 
if strcmp(infoz.call,'gmm') | strcmp(infoz.call,'ls') 
  if strcmp(infoz.call,'gmm'), wdum = 1; 
  else, wdum=0; end; 
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  momt = fcnchk(infoz.momt,3+(lvar-1)+wdum); 
  jake = fcnchk(infoz.jake,3+(lvar-1)+wdum); % was lvar + 2 
  m = feval(momt,b,infoz,stat,varargin{1:lvar-wdum}); 
  M = feval(jake,b,infoz,stat,varargin{1:lvar-wdum}); 
  if strcmp(infoz.call,'gmm') 
    W = varargin{lvar};     
  else 
    W = eye(rows(M)); 
  end 
  gnbase = M'*W*M; 
else 
  gnbase = eye(k);            % Could replace with some other pd matrix 
end 
 
dG = stat.dG; db = stat.db; Hi0 = stat.Hi; 
 
%================================================================== 
%   UPDATE INVERSE HESSIAN BY CASE 
%================================================================== 
 
switch infoz.hess 
 
case 'sd'                          % Steepest Descent 
  Hi = eye(k); 
 
case {'gn','marq'}                 % GN/Marq directions 
  H = gnbase; 
  if strcmp(infoz.hess,'marq')      % Marquardt 
%    lambda = max(infoz.lambda,min(eig(gnbase)));  % alternate criteria 
    lambda = infoz.lambda; 
    Hcond = cond(gnbase); 
    while Hcond > infoz.cond 
      H = gnbase + lambda*eye(k); 
      Hcond=cond(H); 
      lambda = lambda*2;           % may be a better factor for increases 
    end 
  end 
  Hi = H\eye(k); 
 
case {'dfp','bfgs'}               % DFP/BFGS  
  if isempty(stat.Hi)               
    if infoz.H1 == 1, Hi = eye(k); % Initial Hessian 
    else, Hi = gnbase\eye(k); end 
  else 
    if db'*dG > sqrt(eps*(db'*db)*(dG'*dG)) 
 
% ------- Based on update of inverse given in Num. Recipes, p. 420 ------- 
      a = db*db'/(db'*dG); 
      b = -Hi0*dG*dG'*Hi0'/(dG'*Hi0*dG); 
      if strcmp(infoz.hess,'bfgs')             % c = [0] for DFP 
        c = db/(db'*dG) - Hi0*dG/(dG'*Hi0*dG); 
        c = dG'*Hi0*dG*c*c'; 
      else  
        c=zeros(k);  
      end 
      Hi = Hi0 + a + b + c; 
    else 
      Hi = stat.Hi; 
    end     
  end 
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otherwise 
  error('UNKNOWN HESSIAN TYPE') 
end 
 
 
%================================================================== 
%   CHECK CONDITIONING AND RETURN RESULT 
%================================================================== 
 
stat.Hcond = cond(Hi); 
if stat.Hcond > infoz.cond,  stat.star = '*'; 
else,  stat.star = ' '; end 
stat.Hi = Hi; 
 
 
 
 
 
FUNCTION 11 
 
 
 
function cc1=garch_trans(cc0) 
% PURPOSE: function to transform garch(1,1) a0,a1,a2 garch parameters 
% ----------------------------------------------------- 
% USAGE: out = garch_trans(in); 
% where: in is a 3x1 vector with a0,a1,a2 parameters 
% ----------------------------------------------------- 
 % RETURNS: a 3x1 vector with: 
 % a0=a0^2; 
 % a1=exp(a0)/(1 + exp(a1) + exp(a2)); 
 % a2=exp(a0)/(1 + exp(a1) + exp(a2)); 
% ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
ka = length(cc0)-3; 
   cc1=cc0; 
 
    cc1(ka+1,1)=(cc0(ka+1,1))^2; 
    cc1(ka+2,1)=exp(cc0(ka+2,1))/(1 + exp(cc0(ka+2,1)) + exp(cc0(ka+2,1))); 
    cc1(ka+3,1)=exp(cc0(ka+3,1))/(1 + exp(cc0(ka+3,1)) + exp(cc0(ka+3,1))); 
 
 
FUNCTION 12 
 
function fjac = fdjac(f,x,varargin) 
% PURPOSE: Computes two-sided finite difference Jacobian 
% ------------------------------------------------------- 
% Usage: fjac = fdjac(func,x,varargin) 
% Where: func = name of function of form fval = func(x) 
%           x = vector of parameters (n x 1) 
%    varargin = optional arguments passed to the function 
% ------------------------------------------------------- 
% RETURNS: 
%        fjac = finite differnce Jacobian 
% ------------------------------------------------------- 
% See also: fdhess, hessian 
% ------------------------------------------------------- 
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eps = 1e-5; 
 
h = eps^(1/3)*max(abs(x),1); 
for j=1:length(x); 
   x1 = x; x1(j) = x(j) + h(j); 
   x0 = x; x0(j) = x(j) - h(j); 
   fjac(:,j) = (feval(f,x1,varargin{:})-feval(f,x0,varargin{:}))/(x1(j)-x0(j)); 
end 
 
 
FUNCTION 13 
 
function H = fdhess(f,x,varargin) 
% PURPOSE: Computes finite difference Hessian 
% ------------------------------------------------------- 
% Usage:  H = fdhess(func,x,varargin) 
% Where: func = function name, fval = func(x,varargin) 
%           x = vector of parameters (n x 1) 
%    varargin = optional arguments passed to the function 
% ------------------------------------------------------- 
% RETURNS: 
%           H = finite differnce hessian 
% ------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
eps = 1e-5; 
 
n = size(x,1); 
fx = feval(f,x,varargin{:}); 
  
% Compute the stepsize (h) 
h = eps.^(1/3)*max(abs(x),1e-2); 
xh = x+h; 
h = xh-x;     
ee = sparse(1:n,1:n,h,n,n); 
  
% Compute forward step  
g = zeros(n,1); 
for i=1:n 
  g(i) = feval(f,x+ee(:,i),varargin{:}); 
end 
    
H=h*h'; 
% Compute "double" forward step  
for i=1:n 
for j=i:n 
  H(i,j) = (feval(f,x+ee(:,i)+ee(:,j),varargin{:})-g(i)-g(j)+fx)/H(i,j); 
  H(j,i) = H(i,j); 
end 
end 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
